We asked, and you answered. It’s time once again for you, the readers, to tell us what you like best about the retailers La Jolla has to offer. The votes have been counted and the results are in: the La Jolla Today Readers Choice Awards, your guide to the best of the best in La Jolla and University City, is here.

Many of the winners have been around long enough to have built a solid and loyal fan base. Others are just getting off the ground and are hard at work proving they’ve got what it takes to hold their own among La Jolla’s elite — and it must be working, or they wouldn’t be on this list.

In these pages you’ll find a rundown of the brightest stars in retail services, from book stores and markets to banks, accountants, hotels, pet sitters, florists and everything in between.

If you’re looking for a gift store for that one-of-a-kind gift, consider checking out where our readers have found the perfect item. If you’re deep in some home improvement and in need of an electrician, see who was voted the best in La Jolla. If your computer suddenly crashed and left you in a lurch, find out who in the Village is known for speedy and reliable computer repair.

We’d like to thank the readers for their careful vetting of the best La Jolla has to offer, and mostly we want to thank the winners of this year’s Readers Choice Awards for continuing to provide the best in service and value, and for making our jewel a shining example of what being a community business owner is all about.

The next time you’re out and about in La Jolla and you see a local store or service provider proudly displaying their Readers Choice Award, take a moment to tell the owner or manager that you appreciate what they do!

— Kendra Hartmann
Editor, La Jolla Today
La Jolla: The Jewel and its Treasures

The people have spoken, the votes have been tabulated and the results of our fifth annual La Jolla Today Readers Choice Awards are in! Many are repeat winners, meaning friendly service and good value are timeless, while others are new businesses that have sparked from the get-go. Our categories cover all the things that residents can find right in La Jolla, from yoga and beauty salons to banks, grocery stores, dry cleaners and everything in between.

Ballots were printed in La Jolla Today for several weeks and also posted on our website, www.sdnews.com. Although our poll is not scientific, we think it gives a pretty good idea of the people and places that give La Jolla its sterling reputation. We hope these awards will delight those who aspire to excellence every day and inspire new businesses to go the extra mile — with a smile — in these tough economic times. La Jolla Today would like to thank all the readers who took the time to single out the businesses and merchants who make the Jewel a priceless treasure. And to the winners — we salute you!

Gold & Silver Winner Listings:

**Antiques**

Ark Antiques

Building on a 30-year tradition of vol-unteer service to benefit animals, Ark offers a wonderful selection of donated and consigned antiques, furnishings and accessories from the finest homes and businesses in La Jolla. It sells period and fine furniture, silver, crystal and china, exquisite linens, paintings and prints, oriental rugs and decorative arts of the highest quality.

**Ark Antiques**
7643 Girard Ave. (858) 459-7755
arkantiques.com

**Carillon Gallery**

This gallery displays a cornucopia of items, ranging from ornate figurines and statues to jewelry and paintings. The store is filled to the brim with interesting spots to spend some time examining all they have to offer. While they mostly have sculpture, there is also a small section of hand-blown glass objects.

**Carillon Gallery**
11444 Prospect St. (858) 454-9102

**La Jolla Art Association & Asian Rug Gallery**

Arjang Art Group and Asian Rugs is a mecca for fine art and culture. They carry original works of art along with lithographs, serigraphs, giclees, aquatints, gel prints, antiques, sculptures and gorgeous rugs from around the globe.

**Arjang Art Group & Rug Gallery**
10444 Wall St. (858) 454-7847

**Art Gallery Madison**
Located in the heart of beautiful La Jolla, California, Madison Gallery exhibits modern and contemporary art in its 5,500 square foot show room at 1020 Prospect. Lead by artist veteran, Lorna York, with over 25 years of experience. Founded in 2001, Madison Gallery is committed to representing emerging, mid-career and established international artists whom work in a range of media. Inspired by an earnest dedication and passion for art, the gallery consistently exhibits a high standard of contemporary art.

**Madison Gallery**
10220 Prospect Street, #130
(858) 459-0836
madisongalleries.com

**La Jolla Art Association**

The purpose of LJAA is to further the advancement of fine arts in La Jolla and San Diego County. For over 90 years, they have represented artistic excellence from local artists. People visit our gallery free of charge to see exhibits by our members — many of whom are international award winners. Art members join LJAA to exhibit their work in the LJAA Gallery.
To look and feel your BEST you need to TRAIN with the BEST

VOTED BEST PERSONAL TRAINERS

“Thank You for voting La Jolla Wellness a Reader’s Choice for Best Personal Trainers”

A Different Kind of Fitness Studio

You will achieve the same outcomes in 15 minutes that you would achieve in 60 minutes at the gym. The La Jolla Wellness Studio hosts some of the most effective and efficient technology that the fitness world has to offer and couples it with an award winning personal trainer to achieve wellness for you. All trainers are certified. Our patent-pending process called The MyoMetrix Method resulted in verifiable outcomes where members achieve remarkable decreases in body fat and increases in lean muscle mass. You come to your studio dressed in regular clothes and will be in and out of your workout 15 minutes later. The process consists of 3 intervals- muscle preparation, the actual workout and recovery. Sound too good to be true? Please come and see for yourself.

LA JOLLA WELLNESS STUDIO

7660 Fay Ave. Studio F • La Jolla (across from The Cottage)  
(858) 444-0340 • www.lajollawellnessstudio.com
to be inspired by one another and develop fellowship among other local artists. Member art is displayed and is for sale to the general public in the LJAA Gallery for affordable prices. LJAA is an all volunteer, non-profit organization.

The LJAA Gallery
8100 Paseo del Ocaso, Suite B
(858) 459-1196
lajollaart.org

Museum of Contemporary Art
The Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego (MCASD) is the region’s foremost forum devoted to the exploration and presentation of the art of our time. Located in the heart of downtown San Diego and in the coastal community of La Jolla, MCASD provides an unprecedented variety of exhibition spaces and experiences for the community. Take in the fabulous ocean view from the Edwards Garden Gallery, or lunch on the patio at the Museum Cafe. The La Jolla location also houses the Museum’s X Store, filled with a selection of contemporary art books, apparel, and innovative design objects.

Museum of Contemporary Art
700 Prospect St.
(858) 454-3541
mcasd.org

Alexander Salazar
Fine Art Dealer
Harvard alumna, art critic, historian, collector and well-respected art dealer in La Jolla and Boston for many years, Alexander Salazar opened three locations in 2010 in downtown San Diego, dedicating more than 7,000 square feet to art. The corner of Seventh and Broadway in San Diego was transformed into a 2,000-square-foot high-end fine art salon, featuring the works of national and international mid-career and emerging artists. With more than 13 years experience as an art dealer, Alexander Salazar continues to build museum-quality private, corporate and celebrity collections worldwide. Alexander Salazar’s galleries are “must sees” when visiting La Jolla and San Diego.

Alexander Salazar Contemporary Art
(858) 551-8453 (619) 531-8996
alexandersalazarfineart.com

Symbolic Motor Car Company
Globally acknowledged as a leading dealership possessing an inventory of thoroughbreds ranging from vintage racing Ferrari, to the new Rolls Royce Ghost, and Bentley Mulsanne flagship.

Symbolic Motor Car Company
7440 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 454-1800
symbolicmotors.com

Ferrai & Maserati of SD
Known as one of the USA’s largest Ferrari wholesale dealers, sports car company buys and sells over 400 exotics annually. They have up-to-the-minute knowledge of the unique exotic car market. Whether you are buying or selling, they’ll be more than happy to share their unique expertise.

Ferrai & Maserati of SD
7514 Girard Ave.
(858) 456-4600
ferrariofsandiego.com

World-class view. World-class care.
Steps from the beach. Steps from the village. As the only beachfront senior living community of its kind in the area, White Sands La Jolla is a unique residential opportunity for older adults interested in a rich, purposeful lifestyle that offers care and support if ever needed.

We have immediate availability for direct admission into assisted living or skilled nursing with no entrance fee. We also offer short-term respite stays, as well as physical, occupational and speech therapies. Health care at White Sands features an onsite physician and 24-hour clinic services staffed by a licensed nurse.

Ready for world-class care in a world-class setting? Give us a call.

be.white sands la jolla
a be.group community
7450 Olives Ave. | La Jolla, CA 92037
beWhitesands.org
DSS#372000641 | COA #056

learn more
(858) 216-4089

Russell Ingledew CPA
Here’s to many more years of providing you with the best possible service you deserve from our firm!

Russell Ingledew CPA/PE5 MS
Russell Ingledew CPA, Inc./RI
Financial Services, LLC
1128 Wall Street La Jolla, CA 92037
T. (858) 454-2190
F. (858) 454-3576
www.LaJollaCPA.com

Russell Ingledew CPA/PE5 MS
Financial Services, LLC
1128 Wall Street La Jolla, CA 92037
T. (858) 454-2190
F. (858) 454-3576
www.LaJollaCPA.com

Russell Ingledew CPA/PFS MS
Russell Ingledew CPA, Inc./RI
Financial Services, LLC
1128 Wall Street La Jolla, CA 92037
T. (858) 454-2190
F. (858) 454-3576
www.LaJollaCPA.com

Beads
Beads of La Jolla
With 1,200 square feet of stones, glass, porcelain, shell, vintage German, Fire polish, druks, seed beads and tools, Beads of La Jolla is the go-to place for anyone with an interest in beading. Expert-level customers will...
find everything they need to make their visions a reality, including a large selection of sterling, gold and base metal findings and chain, while beginners can learn more about the art through classes and parties held at the store. Beads of La Jolla also offers jewelry repair and custom design work. You'll find new beads and findings each time you visit the store to keep your creative ideas flowing!

Beads of La Jolla
5645 La Jolla Blvd
(858) 459-6134

Bicycle Shop
California Bicycle Inc.
The philosophy at California Bicycle Inc. is simple: to provide cyclists of all types and ages with quality bicycles, products, accessories and service at reasonable prices. For more than 35 years, owner Kevin Millard and his professionally-trained staff have provided personalized product assistance and bicycle fitting to customers at all levels of experience, and today they are one of the most trusted cycling resources in the San Diego area.

California Bicycle Inc.
7462 La Jolla Blvd
(858) 454-0316
calbike.com

UC Cycler, Inc.
When you bring in your bike for service, you’ll receive a free, no-authorization estimate of the work that’s needed. One of the service pros will discuss your bicycle with you and carefully explain what is recommended, always respecting your choices and your budget. The service staff is professionally trained and certified to work on all bicycle makes and models. Whether it’s a minor tune-up or a major overhaul, you can count on them to do the job right the first time, every time.

Walk-ins are welcome.

UC Cycler, Inc.
8715 Villa La Jolla Dr. Ste. B
(858) 452-8842
ucyclyer.com

Bookstore
Warwick’s
When W.T. Warwick founded his paper-goods shop in Minnesota in 1896, he sold books, writing paper and writing instruments. Upon relocating to California in the mid-1930s, Warwick re-established his store in downtown La Jolla. In 2001, the fourth generation stepped up to the plate. Nancy and Cathy Warwick, W.T. Warwick’s great-granddaughters, have continued to underscore the family’s enduring commitment to books — big, fat ones that stack to the rafters and beyond. It’s also the home of the La Jolla Cultural Society and has featured guest talks with luminaries such as Edward Albee, Norman Mailer and Alan Ginsberg.

Warwick’s
7812 Girard Ave.
(858) 454-0347
warwick.com

D.G. Wills Books
D.G. Wills Books boasts La Jolla’s largest collection of used and scholarly books — big, fat ones that stack to the rafters and beyond. It’s also the home of the La Jolla Cultural Society and has featured guest talks with luminaries such as Edward Albee, Norman Mailer and Alan Ginsberg.

D.G. Wills Books
7461 Girard Ave.
(858) 456-1800
dpgwillsbooks.com

Cellular Phone
Apple Store
Only the Apple Store gives you everything you need to get to know your new Apple product. First, you’ll get personal setup so you’ll be up and running before you leave the store. Then come enjoy their free workshops, where they can answer your questions and help you learn more about the things you’re interested in. And if you want to talk to someone over the phone, just call their friendly support team.

Apple Retail Store
8950 La Jolla Village Dr.
(858) 457-4747

Spoiled Rotten Boutique
Spoiled Rotten is one of the premiere children’s clothing stores in La Jolla. The store, which has been a part of the community for more than 35 years, provides the best in high-end casual clothing for boys and girls from infant to size 6. The store is also one of the few places in the area that stocks christening dresses, many imported from Europe. Parents looking for party dresses or suits for special occasions will find a selection of one-of-a-kind ensembles.

Spoiled Rotten Boutique
7464 Fay Ave.
(858) 459-1904
spoilerrottensd.com

Antiques
Ark Antiques
Building on a 30-year tradition of volunteer service to benefit animals, Ark offers a wonderful selection of donated and consigned antiques, furnishings and accessories from the finest homes in La Jolla. It sells period and fine furniture, silver, crystal and china, exquisite linens, paintings and prints, Oriental rugs and decorative arts of the highest quality.

Ark Antiques
7643 Girard Ave.
(858) 459-7755
arkantiques.org

Convenience Store
Burns Drugs
If La Jolla had a general store, it would have to be Burns Drugs. It’s celebrating 56 years in La Jolla and is the only surviving independent drugstore in the city. Though its primary focus is health and medical supplies, it sells other fine merchandise as well, including gifts, cosmetics, home supplies, luggage and souvenirs. They also feature immunization programs, convenient health screenings and a comprehensive selection of OTC products, vitamins and nutritional supplements. The experienced staff in the Home Health Care department can help you choose from a wide range of home medical equipment and supplies. They also offer delivery and installation services.

Burns Drugs
7624 Girard Ave.
(858) 459-4295
burnsdrugs.com

Wine Barrel
This friendly neighborhood market is

THANK YOU FOR 16 YEARS OF SUPPORT!

Hooray for GRAND AVENUE COLLECTION

Open Daily 10:30-5:30
7505 Girard Ave.
858.459.7765

www.girardavenuecollection.com

BEADS OF LA JOLLA

Thanks for Voting us #1 Again!

Jewelry repair and classes
5645 La Jolla Blvd. in Bird Rock
858.459.6134
www.beadsolajolla.com

Beads of La Jolla also offers personalized product assistance and jewelry repair and custom design work. You’ll find new beads and findings each time you visit the store to keep your creative ideas flowing!

Beads of La Jolla
7505 Girard Ave.
858.459.7765

Buy 1 Gift Certificate for a class & get the 2nd one free! Bring a friend or use it for yourself for a second session!

In Appreciation:

Fridays

Thank you for your support over the past 43 years

Thank you for choosing us Best Resale & Antique Store

Also a favorite for Furniture & Discount Store

To our wonderful volunteers, customers, and consignors:

Thank you for caring for animals, for your on-going support, and for your loyal patronage.

7620 Girard Ave. La Jolla, CA 858.459.7755
arkantiques@sbcglobal.net
www.arkantiques.org

A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
Benefitting Local Animal Charities & Humane Causes
La Jolla Goodwill

Thank you La Jolla Today readers for the confidence you expressed in voting Mark A. Krasner CPA, ESQ. BEST ATTORNEY

4 TIME WINNER!

Blanchard, Krasner & French looks forward to continuing to assist with your legal needs

Effective.

Timely.

Thorough.

San Diego’s Business Lawyers

- www.facebook.com/BKFAttorneys
- 858.551.2440 • 800 Silverado St., 2nd Floor La Jolla, Ca. 92037
- twitter.com/BKFAttorneys • www.BKFAttorneys.com

San Diego Optical

Shade Shack

Francesca’s

Sigí’s Boutique

Floor Covering

Established in 1994, Prospect Rug Galleries specializes in American, European, and Oriental rugs. We also carry custom carpeting and offer cleaning services. Please visit our website for more information or call us at 858-454-5024.

La Jolla Goodwill

Yes, I know what you are thinking. A Goodwill in La Jolla? The 1,600-square-foot store uses proceeds from sales of donated items to help people with disabilities and other barriers to employment find jobs by developing their skills and work habits through training and on-the-job experience. But the very best thing about the new La Jolla Goodwill is the same thing that sends people flocking to estate and garage sales in the better parts of town: classy goods. You’ll find top brands like Prada and Gucci! So, if you want to go thrifting for the good stuff, the La Jolla Goodwill is the place to start!

La Jolla Goodwill
7631 Girard Ave
(858) 752-6181
sdgoodwill.org

San Diego Optical

1707 Fay Ave
(858) 454-0033

Francesca’s

1025 Prospect St. 
(858) 729-0350

Sigí’s Boutique

7685 Girard Ave.
(858) 454-7244

Floor Covering

Prospect Rug Gallery

Established in 1994, Prospect Rug Galleries specializes in American, European, and Oriental rugs. We also carry custom carpeting and offer cleaning services. Please visit our website for more information or call us at 858-454-5024.

San Diego Optical

1707 Fay Ave.
(858) 454-0033

Francesca’s

1025 Prospect St. 
(858) 729-0350

Sigí’s Boutique

7685 Girard Ave.
(858) 454-7244

Floor Covering

Prospect Rug Gallery

Established in 1994, Prospect Rug Galleries specializes in American, European, and Oriental rugs. We also carry custom carpeting and offer cleaning services. Please visit our website for more information or call us at 858-454-5024.

San Diego Optical

1707 Fay Ave.
(858) 454-0033

Francesca’s

1025 Prospect St. 
(858) 729-0350

Sigí’s Boutique

7685 Girard Ave.
(858) 454-7244

Floor Covering

Prospect Rug Gallery

Established in 1994, Prospect Rug Galleries specializes in American, European, and Oriental rugs. We also carry custom carpeting and offer cleaning services. Please visit our website for more information or call us at 858-454-5024.
Gallery is a family-owned business offering superior customer service and a vast collection of antique and new oriental rugs. They specialize in Persian, European, Indian, Turkish and American designs, offering clients, collectors and decorators choices such as Sarouks, Serapis, Agras, Mahals, Sultanabads, Oushaks, Kirmans, Keshans, Qashquis, Kazaks and more. Prospect Rug Gallery will also buy, sell, trade, clean, appraise and repair an incredible assortment of Oriental rugs. These truly timeless treasures capture the beauty and elegance of the past.

Prospect Rug Gallery
1295 Prospect Street
(858) 456-0078
prospectruggallery.com

Aja Rugs
Aja Rugs shares a passion for design that generates beautiful and unique environments. Their design team is trained in all aspects of rug making, from antique Persian to modern collections, ranging from investment and purchase to appraisals. Personal service along with a commitment to quality, sustainability and value is of utmost importance to the family-owned company. Aja Rugs has been in La Jolla for more than 30 years working as consultants on Persian and Oriental rugs for a variety of collectors, corporations, investors, designers, and homeowners.

Aja Rugs
959 Prospect Street
(858) 459-0333
ajadesign.com

Florist
Adelaide's Florist and Decorators
Committed to offering only the finest floral arrangements and gifts, Adelaide's prides itself on friendly and prompt service. Another family-owned and operated business in La Jolla for over 50 years, Adelaide's is committed to putting its customers first, and the professional staff is dedicated to making their experience a pleasant one. The company has grown with La Jolla — now to 45 employees.

Adelaide's Florist and Decorators
7766 Girard Ave.
(858) 454-0146
adelaidesflowers.com

Bloomers
Bloomers of La Jolla is dedicated to providing the highest-quality product available. Having been in La Jolla Village for over 25 years, their mission is to ensure each customer is getting the best value possible for their dollar. Each order that comes into the shop is cared for on an individual basis and is thoughtfully handcrafted by the talented designers. They offer customers the opportunity to make the recipient feel very special in that they are receiving a unique and personal gift that was designed with them in mind. Walk-ins are welcome!

Bloomers
7620 Eads Ave.
(858) 454-3913
bloomersflowerslajolla.com

Furniture Store
RocheBobois
A leader in European furniture and design, RocheBobois has been creating their own home furnishings since 1961. RocheBobois has four distinctive collections: Les contemporains, Les voyages, Les provinciales and Collection particulière. RocheBobois offers all types of furniture pieces suitable for living rooms, family rooms, dens, bedrooms, dining rooms and children's rooms. Couples that are just getting started in their new homes can sign-up on their Wedding Registry. Visit the showroom and you’ll be sure to find a style element that is your vision of home.

RocheBobois
7607 Girard Ave.
(858) 459-5711
roche-bobois.com

Seaside Home
“Coastal lifestyle defined” is what comes to mind as you step into Seaside Home, a truly unique and eclectic atelier showcasing a casual yet classically elegant ensemble of delightful finds reflecting Southern California’s special style of seaside leisure and grand traditions. Seaside Home sets the standard for excellence in home styling and design. Within the architecturally detailed interior, Sheryll Jackman, ASID, has brought together some of the world’s most renowned and sought-after lines and has showcased them in a fresh and inspirational way. One step inside the foyer and you’ll discover one with delightful finds at every turn.

Seaside Home
1065 Wall St.
(858) 454-0886
seasidehomela.jolla.com

Gift Shop
Warwick’s
(see listing under Best Book Store)

The Faded Awning
Coastal Interiors
The Faded Awning Coastal Interiors celebrated its third year. The store emerged after Cathy Allen, the owner, traveled to France in 2009 on a painting excursion and fell in love with the charming boutiques along the French seaside. Being a fan of the eastern shore and all things nautical, Cathy created a collection of antique, vintage, and new coastal themed furnishings and accessories. Together with her own watercolors, Cathy features acrylics by Alyce Quackenbush and multi media art by Suzanne Launey. The Faded Awning also carries antique toys, Pom Pom bedding and draperies, Dash & Albert rugs, an array of scented candles, soaps and eyebobs readers and sunglasses.

The Faded Awning
Coastal Interiors
7464 Girard Ave.
(858) 456-7464
thefadedawning.coastalinteriors.com

Gift Shop
Coastal Interiors
(see listing under Best Book Store)
La Jolla Sports Club
When in town to take a breather from your fast-paced daily life, La Jolla Sports Club offers the ultimate refuge. Walk through their doors and enter an environment dedicated to fitness. The professional and dedicated staff along with state-of-the-art equipment and exceptional programs provide you the tools you need to attain your fitness goals. When you’re completed your workout, reward yourself with a refreshing steam bath in the beautifully appointed locker rooms.

Meanley and Sons Hardware
Meanley and Sons has been a staple of the La Jolla community for more than 60 years, with roots tracing back to 1948, when Nackey Scripps Meanley, husband Tom and son William established the store. With gourmet cookware, paint, portrait appliances, giftware, light bulbs, tools, electrical and plumbing fittings, cleaning and gardening supplies, and all the widgets, fasteners, gongs, and what’s-its-ma-callums you can imagine. Meanley and Sons joined the Ace Hardware co-op in 1997, which enables them to keep prices low while still offering hometown customer service.

Health Food
Whole Foods strives to provide the highest quality, least processed, most flavorful and natural foods possible, because the owners believe that food in its purest state—unadulterated by artificial additives, sweeteners, colorings and preservatives—is the best tasting and most nutritious food there is. And while they keep a global perspective about their operations, they are also active in local communities, supporting food banks, sponsoring neighborhood events and donating to local non-profit groups.

Pharmaca
Integrative Pharmacy
At a time when healthcare costs are rising and employer-provided coverage is shrinking, Pharmaca is happy to be your everyday health resource. The Pharmaca philosophy is to take a preventive approach to health from the start. That’s why their stores offer a range of products to help you maintain good health, in addition to traditional treatment options and a staff of certified health care experts at times when you need them most. The staff helps guide customers through the
selection of over-the-counter medications, alternative remedies and natural cosmetics and body care products.

Pharmacas
7650 Girard Ave.  (858) 454-1337
pharmacas.com

Hotel
La Valencia
Cooled “The Pink Lady,” La Valencia Hotel has Old World charm and a new outlook. Big picture windows and attention to the smallest detail. More than a La Jolla hotel, it’s an icon, having hosted celebrities, celebrations, reunions and romantic getaways since 1926. Just steps from miles of stunning, postcard-like, world-class museums, shopping and galleries, it’s the perfect blend of location and recreational benefits.

La Valencia Hotel
1132 Prospect St.  (858) 454-0771
lavallenca.com

Empress Hotel
Nestled in the heart of the Village, this charming hotel features the best in accommodations, service and ambiance. Elegant and intimate, the Empress captures the natural beauty of La Jolla, making it the perfect place to stay for both business and leisure travelers. Amenities include everything from in-room spa services to valet parking, a fitness room, complimentary deluxe continental breakfast and meeting facilities for up to 30 people. Don’t miss the stellar dining and live music at the award-winning Manhattan of La Jolla.

Empress Hotel
7766 Fay Ave.  (858) 454-3001

Grand Colonial
2013 marks the Landmark Hotel’s History as the Oldest Original Hotel in La Jolla. Amidst the pristine beaches and regal bluffs of Southern California’s most beautiful coastal village, the Grande Colonial hotel, celebrating its Centennial anniversary throughout 2013, has been welcoming guests to La Jolla since 1913. Completely modernized, yet faithful to its storied past, this intimate boutique hotel harkens back to a quieter, more dignified era, when travel meant something special and personal attention to the smallest detail. Big picture windows and attention to the smallest detail. More than a La Jolla hotel, it’s an icon, having hosted celebrities, celebrations, reunions and romantic getaways since 1926. Just steps from miles of stunning, postcard-like, world-class museums, shopping and galleries, it’s the perfect blend of location and recreational benefits.

Grand Colonial
910 Prospect St.  (858) 267-4884
grandcolonial.com

Jewelry Store
David & Sons
David & Sons Fine Jewelers is a family owned and operated business since 1980. They offer one of the largest selections of certified loose diamonds in the San Diego area. Fancy and ideal cut diamonds are their specialty. Their business has been built on satisfied repeat customers and unlike many of their competitors, David & Sons offers free lifetime maintenance on merchandise. This includes checking, cleaning, tightening & rhodium dipping of registered purchased pieces, all at an outstanding diamond trade up policy.

David & Sons Fine Jewelers
4485 La Jolla Village Drive  (858) 457-7664
davidandsonsjewelers.com

The Diamond Source
Marco and his staff are passionate about diamonds, insisting on selling only the best stones and educating the public on the brilliant beauty of the ideal cut diamond. Marco has built his reputation and his business on being a reliable source for quality diamonds and gemstones. Marco’s original site in historic Old Town San Diego caters to people searching for the perfect engagement ring.

The Diamond Source
7910 Girard Ave.  (858) 454-5595
thediamsourcing.com

Bowers Jewelers
In business since 1945, Bowers is La Jolla’s oldest family-operated jewelry store. In all that time, the staff has picked up expertise on its customers’ tastes – that’s why it finds itself filling a variety of custom orders and also stocks silver, crystal, porcelain and items such as cigarette lighters, candlesticks, platters and flatware. You’ll find something for every occasion that is hard to buy for person in your life!

Bowers Jewelers
7860 Girard Ave.  (858) 459-3678

Men’s Apparel
A Better Deal Tuxedo
Last-minute event? Didn’t pack dress clothes? A Better Deal Tuxedo & Suits can help with every occasion. They have a complete line of designer suits, tuxedos, and accessories in stock, including shoes. Rent or sell – same day service available and tailoring services on site. You can count on them to make you fashionably correct for any occasion. Located in Bird Rock, Open daily. Call for hours.

A Better Deal Tuxedo
396 Bird Rock Ave., Bird Rock  (858) 531-6044
abetterdealtuxedo.com

Nursery
Green Gardens
At Green Gardens Landscape & Design, the goal is to create innovative landscape systems through practices that foster the highest level of customer service. Green Gardens is a full-service company serving residential and commercial clientele. They offer competitive free estimates in a timely fashion and start-to-finish service on everything from retaining walls to sod. They will let you approve, disapprove, change, exchange and change again until they find the plant material that suits your needs.

Green Gardens Nursery
747 Turquoise Street  (858) 483-7846
dsogarden.com
Senior Living

Chateau La Jolla
Whether your travels bring you to La Jolla for an overnight visit or an entire seasonal escape, or make it your new home, Chateau La Jolla Inn is your best senior retirement value. You’ll enjoy superior senior living just a short stroll from the Pacific Ocean and a few blocks from the heart of the Village. Compare and see why Chateau La Jolla Inn is a popular choice for independent seniors 55 years of age or better.

Pet Store
Muttropolis
Be prepared, at Muttropolis, it’s not about you, it’s about your pet! The pet supply store provides the best products available for the health and happiness of your canine and feline family members. The idea of Muttropolis sprouted from the creative minds of two professional designers, fueled by their love for their dog and cat family members. It’s not just another pet store but a fun shopping experience.

Muttropolis
7755 Girard Ave.
(858) 459-9663
muttropolis.com

All About Animals
All About Animals offers everything you need to care for your pet, plus grooming and pet sitting, making it a one-stop shop for all things pet related. Drop in to find Fido the latest, greatest chew toy, or to get Garfield the catnip he craves. If you are going on vacation, give your pet a break, too, by letting it stay with the friendly staff at the shop’s boarding facility. And whether your dog needs a quick wash and trim or a full-blown makeover, the professional groomers will make it happen.

All About Animals
5622 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 459-4583

Place To Buy Jeans
The Gap
In the summer of 1969, man walked on the moon, nearly 450,000 people witnessed Woodstock, and Doris and Don Fisher opened the first Gap store in San Francisco. Today, Gap Inc. is one of the world’s largest specialty retailers, with approximately 3,100 stores, and the brand’s signature line of jeans is still a favorite among denim-lovers.

The Gap
7847 Girard Ave.
(619) 231-4829
gap.com

Lucky Brand Jeans
Rooted in rock ‘n’ roll with a signature sense of humor, Lucky Brand stands for independent thinking, individual style and a feeling as authentic as love. Creators Gene Montesano and Barry Perlman, who have been friends since their youth, shipped the first order of Lucky Brand in 1990, and have been renowned for their great-fitting, vintage-inspired jeans ever since.

Lucky Brand Jeans
7844 Girard Ave.
(858) 551-0655
luckybrand.com

Resale Shop
Ark Antiques
(see listing under Best Antiques)

My Sister’s Closet
This new upscale consignment store, brings women’s clothing and accessories under one roof, and it’s big with 9,600 square feet. The Phoenix-based chain says it was motivated to change the age-old image of resale stores from “the three Ds — dark, dirty and dingy — to the three Cs — cute, clean and current.” My Sister’s Closet carries a number of designer lines, including Armani, Hugo Boss, Tommy Bahama, Chanel, Gucci, Louis Vuitton, etc.

My Sister’s Closet
8610 Genesee Ave.
(858) 455-0045
mystersslocset.com

Muttropolis
Pet Store

Le Chauvinist
The only exclusively men’s clothing consignment store in all of San Diego County. They bring us only the best in men’s clothing, footwear, furnishings and accessories, from Designers Armani to Zegna. Additionally, they regularly supplement our inventory with new items such as Hand-Woven Panama Hats from Ecuador, “Fun Socks” by Per Pedes, Silk Pocket Squares from J.S. Blank and Carrot & Gibbs. They also encourage consignors to bring retro and vintage items.

Le Chauvinist
7709 Fay Ave.
(858) 456-0117
lechauvinist.com

Shoe Store
The Walking Co.
The Walking Company is dedicated to bringing you the most comfortable footwear for all your walks of life. The company’s versatile selection of footwear includes sandals, casual and dress shoes, clogs, performance athletic shoes, and boots, all featuring innovative comfort technology in one place. It always carries the best brands from around the world and the most technically advanced comfort shoes available. They’ve done the leg-work for you, carefully selecting the very best styles from the world’s most renowned comfort brands to bring you an assortment that is unparalleled. Once you experience their level of service, you’ll be a customer for life.

The Walking Company
4525 La Jolla Village Drive
(858) 453-9033
thewalkingcompany.com

Sporting Goods
Bird Rock Surf Shop
The knowledgeable staff at Bird Rock Surf Shop sells only the products that Surf Shop sells only the products that Surf Shop sells only the products that Surf Shop sells only the products that
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La Jolla
7910 Girard Avenue
La Jolla, CA 92037
858.454.5595
thediamondsource.com

Capture the story of your love.
They say Every Diamond Has a Story.. a celebration...
a milestone...a moment to remember...
Let us help you Capture the story of your love with a Magnificent One-of-a-Kind Jewelry from San Diego’s Renowned Marco Levy.
they know and love, with the goal of making your ocean experience as positive as possible. They will help you find whatever you need to surf, skate and be active to the best of your abilities, and if they don’t have what you are looking for, they will find a place that does. If you aren’t quite ready to buy your own gear, the shop offers rental equipment including surfboards (hard and soft) wetsuits, bodyboards, bikes, snorkels and kayaks.

Bird Rock Surf Shop
5605 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 459-9200
birdrocksurf.com

Services

Accounting

Stanley Back, CPA
Stanley Back is a certified public accountant serving La Jolla and the surrounding communities with accounting, bookkeeping and tax auditing and financial consulting.

Stanley Back, CPA
7730 Herschel Ave., Ste. F (858) 456-0171

Russell Ingledew
Russell E. Ingledew has more than 20 years of experience working in tax planning and preparation for individuals, business entities, nonprofits, trusts, and estates. At Russell Ingledew, CPA, Inc., clients benefit from both the personal attention provided, and the resources and experience associated with a firm serving more than 150 businesses and 350 individual clients. Mr. Ingledew takes great pride in the community and those he serves in it.

Russell Ingledew, CPA, Inc.
Certified Public Accountant
1128 Wall Street (858) 454-2190
lajollacpa.com

Architects

Mark D. Lyon Inc.
Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is a full-service architectural and planning firm offering expertise in residential, financial, commercial, hospitality and historic restoration projects. Mark D. Lyon has earned a reputation for imaginative and sound design solutions, efficient project management, adherence to both schedule and budget and unparalleled expertise in codes and regulations.

Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc.
410 Bird Rock Ave. (858) 459-1171
mdla.net

IS Architecture
IS Architecture is an award winning firm dedicated to the preservation and renewal of our built environment. The firm specializes in new custom residential architecture and the historic restoration and adaptive reuse of existing structures. IS Architecture has considerable experience in the numerous issues distinctly associated with historic projects. In addition, IS Architecture possesses an expertise in preparing architectural designs for historic structures and custom residences within the coastal overlay zone.

IS Architect
5649 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 456-8555
isarchitecture.com

Marengo Morton Architects
Marengo Morton Architect is constantly seeking new ways to sharpen their skills and develop their creativity. Their passion for style goes beyond imitation towards self expression. They treat a property as a sculpture with its own unique composition of function and form, shape and style. The result becomes the signature statement of the property owner.

Marengo Morton
Architects
5649 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 456-8555
isarchitecture.com

Alexander Salazar Fine Art Dealer

Harvard alumnus, art critic, historian, collector and well-respected art dealer in La Jolla and Boston for many years, Alexander Salazar opened three locations in 2010 in downtown San Diego, dedicating more than 7,000 square feet to art. The corner of Seventh and Broadway in San Diego was transformed into a 2,000-square-foot high-end fine art salon, featuring the works of national and international mid-career and emerging artists. With more than 13 years experience as an art dealer, Alexander Salazar continues to build museum-quality private, corporate and celebrity collections worldwide. Alexander Salazar’s galleries are “must sees” when visiting La Jolla and San Diego.

Alexander Salazar Fine Art
640 Broadway (619) 531-8996
alexandersalazarfineart.com
Karl ZoBell
Karl ZoBell's practice emphasizes intellectual property protection and exploitation, licensing, and marketing, corporate governance, trusts and estates, related tax issues, real estate transactions, and land use matters. Mr. ZoBell advises Dr. Seuss Enterprises, L.P. on all business matters. He also provides strategic planning, negotiation, and documentation of intellectual property agreements for books, motion pictures, merchandise, television and live action productions.

Mark Krasner of Blanchard Krasner & French
Mark Krasner, a co-founder of Blanchard, Krasner & French, has more than 30 years experience as a certified public accountant and attorney in a wide variety of matters and industries. His areas of practice include mergers and acquisitions, real estate, tax matters, family law, purchases and sales, licensing, franchising, corporate and partnership structuring and reorganizations, international trade and estate planning. As an adviser to numerous domestic and international companies and organizations, he has helped his clients achieve favorable outcomes in multiple multi-million dollar negotiations.

La Jolla Independent
BMW Service
La Jolla Independent specializes in service, parts and restoration of BMW. No appointments are required for oil changes and they are open on Saturday by appointment.

Union 76
Located in the heart of La Jolla, Union 76 is a full service station which also provides auto repair services and a mini-market.

Auto / Car Wash
Percy Car Wash
Percy’s fast service and reasonable prices make it a top destination for dirty cars. The facility offers hand washes and interior detailing, and the owners recently added same-day auto body repairs to their list of services. Drop your car off for a mini-makeover if it needs windshield and wheel repairs, paintless dent fixes, headlight restoration, bumper-scuff removal or window tinting, and it will come back to you shiny and looking new.

Auto Repair
La Jolla Automotive
La Jolla Automotive was established in the 1970’s and has been serving La Jolla ever since. The repair shop focuses mainly on car body paint and repair services. The shop works primarily on American, Japanese and European vehicles. In addition to repairing your vehicle at a fair price, La Jolla Automotive offers ride-assistance and pick-up services.

La Jolla Car Wash
Looking for a great affordable car wash in the heart of Pacific Beach? You found it. La Jolla Car Wash has been serving locals for more than 20 years! Always consistent with clean, fast service and a smile.

La Jolla Car Wash
891 Turquoise St
(858) 488-1900
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801 Pearl St: Eads Ave.
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Carpet Cleaner Tony's Best Way

Tony’s Best Way is a local carpet cleaner performing carpet cleaning and upholstery cleaning. Uniqe is not usually a word easily associated with carpet cleaning since 95 percent of carpet cleaning businesses offer one of two cleaning methods: hot water extraction, which is developed a revolutionary cleaning method or dry, and air freshener cleaning services. They provide a 24-hour emergency water damage restoration and fire damage restoration.

La Jolla Extreme Carpet Cleaners

A professional cleaning company offering any cleaning service, including carpet cleaning, upholstery cleaning, furniture cleaning, area rug cleaning, oriental rug repair, carpet stain, tile & grout cleaning, hardwood floor refinishing, mattress cleaning, and air duct cleaning services. They provide a 24-hour emergency water damage restoration and fire damage restoration.

La Jolla Extreme Carpet Cleaners 1200 Prospect St, Suite 560 (858) 209-3253

Childcare Learning Center Lawrène Family Jewish Community Center The JCC is a theatre, a preschool, a library, a fitness center, a community meeting place, and much more — our 9,000 square foot, state-of-the-art facility provides a safe, positive, friendly and inviting environment for all who enter. Mix and match cultural, recreational, and educational programs to enrich your life and the lives of your loved ones.

Lawrène Family Jewish Community Center 4126 Executive Dr. (858) 457-3030 ljcc.org

Finest City PC Repair

Up to $140 off over your first 24 weekly or biweekly cleaning with Merry Maids Advantage. Plus receive 10% off Window Cleaning Service. 10% Plus – It has nothing to do with your weekly or biweekly cleaning fee. This tax may vary. Free consultation; initial 4 services must be completed within agreement time frame. Early cancellation fee is 50% of remaining service fee. See agreement for more details.

Finest City PC Repair 5986 La Jolla Blvd # 209 858-245-9216

Molly Maid

Looking for a reliable home cleaning service in the Del Mar and La Jolla, CA area? Well, making time for family and favorite activities just got easier. Welcome to Molly Maid, your local choice for professional residential cleaning services. Backed by an established household brand, our residential housekeepers guarantee your satisfaction. We listen to your personal preferences to create a plan that keeps your home cleaned your way. We’ve been highly recommended for over 25 years as a result.

Molly Maid 909 Prospect St. #130c (858) 535-9500 mollymaids.com

Contractor Dewhurst & Associates

Designing and building quality, custom homes in the La Jolla area has been Dewhurst & Associates’ specialty since 1995. La Jolla’s largest and oldest construction firm has been family owned and operated since its early beginnings with the knowledge, professionalism and dedication to perfection passed down from one generation to the next. Generations of the Dewhurst family continue to maintain the integrity, quality of service and workmanship that was established in the construction of custom homes more than 80 years ago.

Dewhurst & Associates 7541 Girard Ave. (858) 456-5345 dewhurst.com

Stanley M. Back

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

Certified in California, New York and Nevada. Serving Southern California since 1979

7911 Herschel Avenue, Suite 208 La Jolla, California 92037

858.454.0171

Thank you, La Jolla, for voting us one of the Best!
Windan’Sea Veterinary Clinic

The doctors and staff of Windan’ Sea Veterinary Clinic collaborate closely with every client to meet the individual needs of your beloved pets. The hospital’s commitment to veterinary excellence continues to move forward with the hospital’s medical director Dr. Dina Raichel. Windan’ Sea also welcomes Dr. Jean Tal’s medical director Dr. Dina Raichel. Windan’ Sea also welcomes Dr. Jean Committee to veterinary excellence continues to move forward with the hospital’s medical director Dr. Dina Raichel. Windan’ Sea also welcomes Dr. Jean Committee to veterinary excellence continues to move forward with the hospital’s medical director Dr. Dina Raichel. Windan’ Sea also welcomes Dr. Jean Committee to veterinary excellence continues to move forward with the hospital’s medical director Dr. Dina Raichel. Windan’ Sea also welcomes Dr. Jean Committee to veterinary excellence continues to move forward with the hospital’s medical director Dr. Dina Raichel. Windan’ Sea also welcomes Dr. Jean Committee to veterinary excellence continues to move forward with the hospital’s medical director Dr. Dina Raichel. Windan’ Sea also welcomes Dr. Jean

Margaret’s Cleaners

The flagship location in La Jolla includes a central processing facility with a customer call office adjacent to the plant. The skill set involved has been extremely difficult to develop, and we can’t imagine how difficult it would be to duplicate. In 1995, Margaret’s began to offer services to the garment retailers of San Diego, providing garment cleaning, restoration and evaluation. This part of the business requires a full-time representative to coordinate and serve the retailer in addition to the friendly staff for their dedicated customers in and around La Jolla.

Margaret’s Cleaners

5617 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 551-1130

For 27 years of support! The service was created to define a new standard of home maintenance, repair and improvement. Rent-A-Husband has created a special, value-driven and customer-focused company that’s ready to tackle your toughest problems around the home. They vow to deliver a job with respect, honesty, humor, professionalism and most importantly, quality.

Rent-A-Husband

(877) 994-8229

rentahusband.com

THANK YOU LA JOLLA!

We are honored to be voted La Jolla’s best veterinary clinic 3 years in a row. We know how important pets are in our lives and will continue to strive even harder to provide your pets the highest quality, compassionate health care.

– The Doctors and Staff of Windan’Sea Veterinary Clinic

West Coast Electric

West Coast Electric Solutions, Inc. is a family owned business that has been serving the San Diego area proudly since 1979. Our electricians are licensed, insured and bonded. We are a full service electrical company serving San Diego for all your residential or commercial needs. West Coast Electric Solutions, Inc. values customer service and takes pride in our work and attention to detail.

West Coast Electric Solutions, Inc.

(858) 565-7897

wcesolutions@yahoo.com

Financial Planner

Valerie Ewell

Wheeler Frost

It might seem odd that Valerie Ewell began her career as a veterinarian more than 40 years ago, and was co-owner and operator of the La Jolla Veterinary Hospital. But co-owning a business for 20 years gave her first-hand experience, which she parlayed to provide financial advisory services to small business owners and individuals. She then formally pursued her interest in financial planning and investment strategy by completing a rigorous course and national board exam to become a Certified Financial Planner.

Valerie Ewell, DVM, CFP

Wheeler Frost & Associates

7825 Fay Ave. Ste. 200

(858) 459-8815

wheelerfrost.com

Delphi Financial Advisors

The team of Delphi Financial Advisors is comprised of experienced professionals with strong educational backgrounds and proven expertise in developing sophisticated investment advice. They have a singular commitment to utilizing their combined resources to deliver investment success to clients.

Delphi Financial Advisors

4747 Executive Drive, Ste 1020

(858) 222-8050

delphiadvisors.com

Stanley Back

(stone listing under Accounting)

Handyman

Rent-A-Husband

Rent-A-Husband is America’s premier brand in the handyman industry. The service was created to define a new standard of home maintenance, repair and improvement. Rent-A-Husband has created a special, value-driven and customer-focused company that’s ready to tackle your toughest problems around the home. They vow to deliver a job with respect, honesty, humor, professionalism and most importantly, quality.

Rent-A-Husband Handyman

(877) 994-8229

rentahusband.com

Insurance

Terry Huddlins

State Farm

Your local insurance agent taking care
of home, auto, life, as well as various financial services. Stop by for a quote. Conveniently located in the heart of the village, they are open Monday-Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday. Can’t make those hours? Call to make an after-hours appointment.

Terry Hudkins / Farmers Insurance 6110 La Jolla Shores Dr. (858) 454-0409 terryhudkins.com

Interior Design Seaside Home (see listing under Best Furniture) 

Sheila Palmer Design Associates The Palmer Design name has become synonymous with exquisite design, quality and craftsmanship. Each piece in the collection is individually hand-crafted and finished by talented local artisans who are masters of their trade. The collection’s luxurious hand-turned finials, rods, brackets, lamps and wrought iron hardware epitomize detailed execution and beautiful hand finishes, providing tradition and magnificence to any home or business space. Whether simple or elaborate in design or finish, custom work is available to fulfill each client’s individual requirements.

Sheila Palmer Design Associates 7663 Hershel Ave. (858) 454-4893 palmer-design.com

Champignons Lifestyles A design and retail store offering products and styles that inspire interior design, architecture, home furnishing and accessorizing. They are committed to bring clients services and products that inspire them to live a better life by being in better surroundings. Their services and products are designed to deliver a unique level of aesthetics and functionality.

Champignons Lifestyles 7940 Hershel Ave. 858-900-1525 champignonslifestyles.com

La Jolla Landscape

Green Gardens Nursery The neighborhood stop for a wide choice of plants, organic and non-organic fertilizers, imported pottery, specialty fountains and garden decor. The Backus family has run the nursery on Cass Street for the last 30 years. Paul Backus offers a complimentary routine consultation to help buyers choose the perfect site for their thorny plant, prepare soil, set up irrigation and so forth. Green Gardens Landscape and Design, a landscape design company that services the area.

Green Gardens Nursery 4910 Cass S. (858) 483-8803 sgdgreen gardens.com

Chism Brothers Chism Brothers is not just about painting—they are about people. Each job shows they value their clients and employees as individuals. Michael and Patrick Chism learned the skills of painting under the apprenticeship of their father. Since its inception, the company strived to become the leading residential painting company by consistently providing exceptional quality and dependable service. The company prides itself on employing only those of exemplary character and training them as craftsmen, time and again exceeding quality and service expectations.

Chism Brothers Painting 7975 Convoy Court (858) 454-3850 chismbrothers.com

Pet Sitting DogZenergy La Jolla based DogZenergy, offers complete canine care for your best friend. Not just another dog walking service, DogZenergy also organizes exercise play groups and the most premier positive reinforcement dog training program to truly change your dog’s life. Your dog will be physically and mentally exercised so that he can be the best dog that he can be by satisfying all of his canine instincts and needs. They can turn your out-of-control, unmanageable dog into a calm, zen dog. DogZenergy also provides premium in-home overnight pet sitting that allows your dog to stay in the comfort of his own home.

DogZenergy (858) 349-5700 dogzenergy.com

Extraordinary Pets Extraordinary Pets helps you find the best possible service for your family whatever your pet care needs may be. Their team has over 6 years of experience in the pet care industry and they’ll help you find the absolute best professionals. Simply fill out the brief email form and save time and money!

Extraordinary Pets (858) 568-3054 extraordinarypets.com

Plumber MD Plumber MD Plumber has been San Diego’s 24-hour plumbing provider for 15 years. They offer many services
including water heater repair and installation, trenchless sewer re-lining, gas line repair and installation, sink installation, leaky faucet repairs, bathtubs and shower installation and repair and new construction installation. Plus, if your plumbing springs a leak in the middle of the night, you can trust MD Plumber’s emergency service to fix it fast.

MD Plumber
6455 La Jolla Blvd
(800) 570-0034
mdplumber.com

Erling Rohde Plumbing
Erling Rohde Plumbing offers sewer and drain cleaning and plumbing repair service. A family owned business that has been serving La Jolla for over 100 years, its specialties include toilet, faucet, pipe repair and replacement, backflow protection, underground leaks water and gas, Ray-Pac boiler repair, solar hot water systems and water heaters. They’ve earned their stellar reputation for providing caring customer service.

Erling Rohde Plumbing
5763 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 454-4258
rohdeplumbing.com

Copy Cove of La Jolla
701 Pearl St.
(858) 456-2444
copycove.com

Print-O-Mat
Miss that personal service and attention when you need something done? Then come on in to Print-O-Mat. Each printing, design or copy project is trusted individually with friendly, knowledgeable staff, and the latest technology. Whether you need business cards, envelopes, marketing flyers and brochures, logo design, promotional products, personal projects, or wedding invitations, Stacie and her staff have you covered. No wonder they’re still at it after 35 years!

UPS Store Bird Rock
Serving the La Jolla community since 1980 and continuously expanding its services, the UPS Store Bird Rock is now positioned to service custom crating and your air and motor freight, regardless of shape and size. Over the years, they have continued to expand — offering online printing, digital printing, secured shredding, EDDM (Every day direct mail) and everything from mailbox rentals, packing, and shipping to notary service, passport photos, laminating, binding, and collating. They offer the Livescan and ink fingerprint service in the area, as well as unbeatable shipping service.

UPS Store Bird Rock
5580 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 459-4077

Senior Living
White Sands of La Jolla
While your lifestyle is definitely your choice, with as much privacy as you desire, there are many activities for you to enjoy at White Sands of La Jolla. Enjoy concerts, water aerobic classes or trips to nearby musical and stage performances. You can browse through the well-stocked library, indulge your creativity in our hobby rooms or take a walk on the beach. Jacuzzis, gardens, exercise rooms, even travel arrangements, White Sands is here for your comfort.

White Sands of La Jolla
7450 Olivetas Ave.
(858) 454-4201
whitesands.signonsandiego.com

Judy Judy Judy
Judy Judy Judy Hair Salon is located in downtown La Jolla
7734 Herschel Ave. Suite P • www.hairextensionsoflajom.com

Best Men’s Clothing
Review Highlights: “Hands down the friendliest and best work of any luxury rental company.” “Everything in this store is just amazing, and the owners provide top notch service!” “Treated like a family member and the quality and prices are unbelievable. I’ve purchased beautiful suits, tuxedos’, ties and accessories.” “Fancy but casual clothing that fit the mood.”
La Jolla Mailbox
La Jolla Mailbox Rentals offers our customers 24-hour access to mail and postal deliveries. When you have a mailbox at our convenient location, you not only receive a private mailing address, access to delivery of large packages and 24-hour access to your mailbox, but also peace-of-mind.
La Jolla Mailbox
5666 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 456-2216

Travel Agency
Cadence
Located in La Jolla, Cadence is a full-service travel management company specializing in planning and delivering the travel you need and want, whether you go for business or pleasure, casual or upscale, on your own or with others. Through Cadence, you can access places, activities and benefits that are off-limits to other travelers. Their world-wide travel experience and industry insider status are your keys to something special. That, and being sticklers for details, mean they handle everything perfectly and make the trip of your dreams happen.
Cadence Travel Management
7701 Herschel Ave.
(858) 551-4000
cadencetravelmanagement.com

Chayet’s Travel Network
The Chayet Travel Network will go the extra mile to ensure the planning of your travel experience is as easy and stress-free as possible. They are completely committed to ensuring clients consistently enjoy excellent value and memorable travel adventures. They stand out because most of their recommendations for accommodation, tours and other travel services come from first hand experience. The Chayet travel agents specialize in high-end travel or exclusive travel arrangements for those who want something more than just a package.
Chayet Travel Network
7724 Fay Ave.
(858) 459-8000
chayetttravel.com

Worldview Travel
The La Jolla branch of Worldview Travel has been serving discerning travelers since 1997. With over 50 years of combined experience, these knowledgeable travel advisors can help you plan a vacation that exceeds your expectations for quality and value. You’ll benefit from their buying power that ensures preferred pricing, exclusive benefits, and generous amenities. Worldview Travel was founded by Rici Zukerman, five-time recipient of Conde Nast Traveler’s Travel Specialist Award. As a member of Virtuoso®, North America’s most respected network of travel specialists, they have international connections and personal relationships to employ on your behalf.
Worldview Travel
7777 Girard Ave., Ste. 106
(858) 459-0681
worldviewtravel.com

Web Design
ModMacro
Modmacro believes a website should be a work of art that extends your brand identity and welcomes visitors to learn about your business or organization. It needs to provide engaging, but simple ways for people to take action and convert from visitors to customers. The experts at Modmacro can create professional websites and

La Jolla Wellness Center
A new way to workout is now available in La Jolla, and though it may seem hard to believe, the La Jolla Wellness Studio will tell you that its 15-minute workout from start to finish will do just as much, if not more, than the 60 minutes you’re spending sweating in the gym. The La Jolla Wellness Center provides a revolutionary approach to fitness and your health, creating a workout regimen that is quick, easy and based on more than 2 years of science and medical research. What makes the La Jolla Wellness Studio stand apart from other fitness centers, is the technological approach it employs, utilizing vibration technology and focusing on the equal importance of preparation and recovery time, its owners explained. First time visitors have their body scanned to produce a 15-point comprehensive analysis that personalizes the exact areas and measurements to focus on.

La Jolla Custom Detailing
SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 858.249.WASH (9274)
6860 LA JOLLA BLVD. • INFO@LAJOLLACUSTOMDETAILING.COM • LAJOLLACUSTOMDETAILING.COM

THANK YOU LA JOLLA FOR VOTING US #1!
La Jolla Custom Detailing offers a full spectrum of services for the restoration, preservation, and ongoing care of your vehicles’ exterior and interior. We are the only detail shop in the San Diego area that guarantees 100% hand wash service. Give us a try and we guarantee that you will be extremely satisfied with the way we treat you and your car!
Acupuncture

Acupuncture Center of La Jolla

The Acupuncture Center of La Jolla has been serving La Jolla since 1989. Throughout the years, they have worked as a part of the community to provide complementary methods of healing that best serve their patients. They coined the phrase, “Chinese Medicine for an American Lifestyle” back in 1989 to establish their desire to bring this most ancient form of healing into the modern world. Just ask their patients.

Coast Acupuncture

Oriental medicine and acupuncture have been practiced successfully in China for the last 3,000 years and have flourished in Europe and the U.S. since the mid 1900’s. Now La Jolla residents can also tap into the benefits of Eastern medicine with acupuncture treatments at Coast Acupuncture. Founders Dr. Beata Booth Hogan and Dr. Michael Hogan, both licensed acupuncturists through the Medical Board of California, provide a full array of holistic remedies to treat a wide variety of maladies, including pain, digestion disorders, infertility, chronic illnesses, addiction and emotional issues, among others.

Alternative/ Holistic Health

La Jolla Holistic Health since 1998, La Jolla Holistic Health has helped clients create balance by teaching Proactive Choices for Total Wellness®. They specialize in Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) through Reflexology, Reiki featuring the FDA approved Bio-Mat, Nutritional Advice, Alternative Healing Support and Vitamin/Herbal Supplement Consulting along with Holistic Life Strategies Coaching. Services are available by appointment only in our Sorrento Valley office or through our mobile services in the privacy of your home, office or hotel.

Wellspring Health

Wellspring Health knows that perfect health begins with a perfect partnership between you and your physician. They also understand the answer to illness does not lie within a pill. That is why they have created a unique experience in medicine that uses the knowledge of health, through diet, exercise, daily routine, and stress management. The advances available through modern medicine help them design a tailored health plan for you that takes into consideration all of your individual needs. As you change, so does their recommendations. Wellspring helps you attain all of your health goals, one step at a time.

Chiropractic

Chiropractic Arts Dr. Earl Bush

This name is more reflective than you may realize. Healing is most definitely an art form, steeped in the traditions that render the most precious art form of all – the human body – unto its peak. Chiropractic Arts uses modern techniques to preserve that eons-old work of art, which is to say it can open a whole new window onto your problem. See what Dr. Bush and his team of experts can do for you.

La Jolla Holistic Health 9850 Genesee Ave. (858) 646-0400 mywellspringhealth.com

Chiropractic Arts 7596 Eads Ave., Ste. 100 (858) 456-2663

La Jolla Holistic Health

Since 1998, La Jolla Holistic Health has helped clients create balance by teaching Proactive Choices for Total Wellness®. They specialize in Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) through Reflexology, Reiki featuring the FDA approved Bio-Mat, Nutritional Advice, Alternative Healing Support and Vitamin/Herbal Supplement Consulting along with Holistic Life Strategies Coaching. Services are available by appointment only in our Sorrento Valley office or through our mobile services in the privacy of your home, office or hotel.

Thank You for helping our business “Grow” and voting us one of your favorite Landscapers in La Jolla!
Active Rest Chiropractic

Active Rest Chiropractic is operated by Dr. Koeppen. Dr. Koeppen is a San Diego chiropractor who practices “Upper Cervical” adjustments - a non-invasive, gentle adjustment to the vertebrae of the neck. At 8 years old, he suffered a neck injury that wasn’t properly corrected until he found an upper cervical specialist 20 years later. He had dedicated his life to helping others enjoy a pain free lifestyle.

Cosmetic Surgery

Dr. Stuart Kincaid

Cosmetic Surgeon

Dr. Stuart Kincaid is an experienced San Diego cosmetic plastic surgeon certified by the American Board of Plastic Surgery since 1985. Dr. Kincaid and his staff offer exceptional care for their patients seeking to improve their appearance and overall quality of life. The goal of Dr. Kincaid and his staff is to carefully listen to the unique needs and concerns of every patient and then achieve exceptional and natural looking results whenever possible. Dr. Kincaid performs all aspects of facial plastic surgery, breast surgery and body contouring procedures including tummy tuck, body lift, arm and thigh lifts and liposuction. They offer multiple non-invasive cosmetic treatments including wrinkle fillers such as Sculptra, Juvederm, Restylane and beauty wrinkle treatments such as chemical peels and Botox, Dysport and the latest laser skin care technologies.

**La Jolla Cosmetic Surgery**

Making San Diegans more beautiful since 1986, La Jolla Cosmetic Surgery Center is famous for keeping patients informed and have been industry champions for patient safety. They use only board certified anesthesiologists in their fully accredited surgical facility. They provide all the aesthetic services you need to look your best. Their team of board certified San Diego plastic surgeons each have more than 20 years of experience.

La Jolla Cosmetic Surgery

9850 Genesee Ave 

(858) 452-1981

ljscsm.com

**La Jolla Cosmetic Laser Clinic**

Laser resurfacing vaporizes superficial layers of facial skin, removing not only wrinkles and lines caused by sun damage and facial expressions, but also acne scars, small wrinkles and creases around the nose and mouth, and even pre-cancerous and benign superficial growths. In a sense, the laser procedure creates a fresh surface over which new skin can grow. All of the La Jolla Cosmetic Laser Clinic providers have many years of experience in the cosmetic lasers and injectables, plus a friendly staff to make your visit comfortable.

La Jolla Cosmetic Laser Clinic

111 Torrey Pines Road, Suite 102

(858) 515-7753

laajolalaser.com
Pacific Karate

Pacific Karate of La Jolla welcomes men, women and children for study of the martial art of Tang Soo Do. Karate classes and training are conveniently available both days and evenings. Monday through Saturday, Master John Gehosky, one of the finest instructors in San Diego, has spent years developing martial arts programs that benefit body, mind and spirit. Age and fitness are no barriers to mastering this type of karate (Tang Soo Do).

Eagle Martial Arts

At Eagle Martial Arts teaching kids karate is about helping them develop the skills, confidence, and the discipline they need to overcome anything. Your child will enjoy a demanding fitness and self defense program that’s so much FUN! They also have kickboxing and Taekwondo fitness program and women’s kickboxing. It’s the fun you can have while getting in the best shape of your life.

La Jolla Sports Club

Enjoy tennis, racquetball, swimming, and state-of-the-art fitness centers at La Jolla Sports Club. With memberships to suit your needs, La Jolla Sports Club is the top choice for sports and fitness in La Jolla. For information call (858) 551-0100 or visit us online at lajollasportsclub.com.

24 Hour Fitness

If you’re in search of a health club that offers a wide range of classes and wealth of benefits and features, then 24 Hour Fitness should be your go-to gym. At 24, they believe in changing lives through fitness. The state-of-the-art facility has just about every feature you could wish for in a gym membership, including a wide range of group exercise classes, personal training and a wealth of other benefits and features. Whether you plan to lose weight, tone-up, or train for a big event, 24 offers a wide variety of gym memberships to suit your needs. Visit 24 Hour Fitness 7680 Girard Ave. (858) 551-7800/24hourfitness.com

24 Hour Fitness is the nation’s largest and fastest growing health club chain. With more clubs and a wider variety of features than any other health club, 24 Hour Fitness is proving that the exercise benefits of a gym can be enjoyed by anyone and everyone.

Acu Life

If you believe good health to be the key to quality of life, then Acu Life will help you on that path. Their multi-modality holistic approach of using acupuncture, herbal medicine, massage therapy, and nutritional counseling are used to promote balance and healing.

Massage Envy

We offer artificial nails, manicures, pedicures, facial waxing and more! Our Stylists use organic products. Think GREEN!

Let our gracious Staff take care of all your skin and nail needs!

Thank you for voting us one of your favorite nail salons in La Jolla!

We offer artificial nails, manicures, pedicures, facial waxing and more! Our Stylists use organic products. Think GREEN!

Let our gracious Staff take care of all your skin and nail needs!

Thank you for voting us one of your favorite nail salons in La Jolla!

We offer artificial nails, manicures, pedicures, facial waxing and more! Our Stylists use organic products. Think GREEN!

Let our gracious Staff take care of all your skin and nail needs!

THANK YOU for voting us one of YOUR FAVORITE NAIL SALONS IN LA JOLLA

Nancy’s NAILS

La Jolla Salon and Day Spa

We offer artificial nails, manicures, pedicures, facial waxing and more! Our Stylists use organic products. Think GREEN!

Let our gracious Staff take care of all your skin and nail needs!

La Jolla Salon and Day Spa

THANK YOU for voting us one of YOUR FAVORITE NAIL SALONS IN LA JOLLA

We offer artificial nails, manicures, pedicures, facial waxing and more! Our Stylists use organic products. Think GREEN!

Let our gracious Staff take care of all your skin and nail needs!

Thank you for voting us a Readers’ Choice BIG SENIOR LIVING

Now may be the time to think about independent living in one of La Jolla’s preferred residential communities, Chateau La Jolla Inn. You can live in a spacious 1 or 2 bedroom or studio apartment 1/2 block from the beach in La Jolla. Starting at $3,075/month for a 1 bedroom $4,065/month for a 2 bedroom/2 bath $4,675/month for a studio.

Amenities Include:

Fine dining • Weekly housekeeping • 24 hr. concierge • Great social programs • Free parking • Home health services available • Courtesy transportation

You don’t need to live here to dine here! All lunch menu items are $6.95. We offer nightly dinner specials.

Call Kimberlee today to see what real senior living should be...

858-459-4451

233 Prospekt St., La Jolla 92037

www.chateaulajollainn.com
wellness. Individualized treatment plans, prevention-based health education is their focus. Live to life’s fullest potential with a little help from Aum Life.

Auc Life
946 Ivar Ave. Ste 202
(203) 449-7510
myauclife.com

Bird Rock Massage
Come visit the convenient location in the heart of Bird Rock. Under new ownership, the highly trained team of therapists have over 10 years of experience and client’s love, love, love, this place. The philosophy at Bird Rock Massage is that each massage should fit each client’s needs individually. Each treatment includes several different modalities in order to give you the best results. Massage is very effective and can prevent injury, as well as keep your body healthy throughout the year.

Bird Rock Massage
5604 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 531-0425
thebirdrockmassagesudio.com

Nail Salon
The Nail Lounge
Located in one of San Diego’s most beautiful communities, the Nail Lounge of La Jolla offers many luxurious spa services in an elegant, tranquil setting. Upon entering the Nail Lounge, you will be greeted by a member of the friendly, professional staff, who will gladly bring you a cup of soothing tea or refreshing water to enjoy as you treat yourself to an array of soothing tea or refreshing water. The Nail Lounge of La Jolla stands out from typical nail salons in community. The staff members promote unforgettable experiences of beauty and richness of their facilities as sights, sounds and aromas take you away from your daily busy schedule, to blend with relaxation beauty therapy.

The Nail Lounge
5771 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 456-7171
thenailloungeoflajolla.com

**Best Nails & Massage**
Your destination for the best nail care, massage, facial and waxing is The Best Nails & Massage. They promise unforgettable experiences of beauty and richness of their facilities as sights, sounds and aromas take you away from your daily busy schedule, to blend with relaxation beauty therapy. The Best Nails & Massage

1. **Best Nails & Massage**
   - 7514 Girard Ave., Ste. 30
   - (858) 456-7171
   - thenailloungeoflajolla.com

**Optometrist**
Dr. Richard Trainer
With fall just around the corner, you want to make sure that you can see San Diego’s pristine surroundings with perfect clarity. Dr. Trainer has been in the optometry business for 49 years, and he and his friendly staff will “see” to it that you get the care you need to improve or maintain your eyesight.

Dr. Richard Trainer
930 Silverado St.
(858) 454-0991

GW Eye Associates
GW Eye Associates Inc. provides exceptional eye care, including routine eye exams, vision correction, and advanced treatment for many common optical conditions. They also offer a full range of ophthalmology treatments. Optometrists Gordon Wong, O.D., Wildon Wong, O.D., Amanda K. Dexter, O.D., and ophthalmologist Mihir (Max) Parikh, M.D., are available for all of your vision correction and eye care needs. The dedication they have to patients is demonstrated by their thoughtful and friendly attitude, emphasis on providing up-to-date educational information, and commitment to thorough, unhurried exams, consultations, and procedures.

GW Eye Associates Inc
7841 Fay Ave.
(858) 454-4699
www.gweye.com

**Personal Trainer**
Ray Wetterlund III
Ray Wetterlund is a certified, physique-transforming specialist. He offers a passion for revolutionizing fitness and helping clients achieve extraordinary results through personal training, sports performance coaching, nutritional consulting, inspirational boot camps and motivation. Operating in conjunction with La Jolla’s Finest Training, Ray provides his clients with all the tools they need to get the body they want. He even has a website with a fitness blog and workout videos to keep you motivated.

Ray Wetterlund
rw3fitness.com
(858)314-6654

**La Jolla Wellness Center**
A new way to workout is now available in La Jolla, and though it may seem hard to believe, the La Jolla Wellness Studio will tell you that its 15-minute workout from start to finish will do just as much, if not more, than the 60 minutes you’re spending sweating in the gym. The La Jolla Wellness Center provides a revolutionary approach to fitness and your nutrition, and hard work, keep it up! Voted Best Pilates in La Jolla 4 years in a row! beFIT. beSTRONG. beYOU.

Thank you for voting Nigel Mallett of Farmer’s Insurance:

**La Jolla’s Best Insurance Agent**
The only Farmers Agent in the Village

7946 Ivar Ave., Ste 11
La Jolla, CA 92037
858.454.3225

**In Appreciation...**

**10% OFF**
Any Class Pack of 5, 10 or 20
*New Clients or Clients who have not visited in the last 6 months. Must present coupon to studio to redeem.*

“*You will see a big difference in weeks – I guarantee it!*”
- Jessica Tomson, Owner and Instructor

Thank you! PPLJ clients for your continued support and hard work, keep it up! Voted Best Pilates in La Jolla 4 years in a row! beFIT. beSTRONG. beYOU.

Thank you for choosing us 4 years in a row

**BEST YOGA FACILITY**

We have more than ever in store for you this year with comprehensive and advanced teacher trainings, exciting classes, high school yoga, meditation, visiting master teachers and speakers, workshops — everything you need to nourish your health, well-being, & connection to community & yourself.

Thank you!
health, creating a workout regimen that is quick, easy and based on more than 2 years of science and medical research. What makes the La Jolla Wellness Studio stand apart from other fitness centers, is the technologi- cal approach it employs, utilizing vibration technology and focusing on the equal importance of preparation and recovery time, its owners explained. First time visitors have their body scanned to produce a 15- point comprehensive analysis that personalizes the exact areas and measure- ments to focus on.

La Jolla Wellness Center
7760 Fay Ave., Suite F
(858)444-0340
lajollawellnessstudio.com

La Jolla Sports Club
Penny Curtise
(see listing under Best Health Club)

Pharmacy
Burns Drugs
(See listing under Convenience Store)

Pharmaca
(See listing under Best Health Food)

Pilates
Pilates Plus
Pilates Plus is the optimal workout for quickly achieving a sleek, defined physique. The workout is a combina- tion of weight lifting and Pilates, giv- ing you the strengthening and toning benefits of weight training along with the lengthening and postural enhanc- ing benefits of Pilates. The circuit- training classes are a unique twist on traditional Pilates and are a workout staple of celebrities and top athletes. You can expect to burn 500 to 600 calories in a single class.

Pilates Plus
7712 Fay Ave.  
(858) 456-1516  
pilatespluslajolla.com

Windsansea Pilates
Windsansea is an appointment-only studio for clients serious about improving and perfecting their Pilates practice. Clients get one-on-one instruction using high performance equipment in a clean, friendly atmo- sphere. Windsansea’s staff of fully trained and certified professionals tai- lor workouts for specific client needs, ensuring that people with injuries, the elderly, pre and post-natal women, and those with physical limitations have access to personalized training and fitness plans.

Windsansea Pilates
504 Nautilus St.  
(858) 454-0900

Senior Living
Casa de Mañana
Casa de Mañana has scads of local media awards that came before this one, and that’s the reason the media awards that came before this one, and that’s a testament to the La Jolla Inn community favorite since its advent in La  
Jolla in 1953. The oceanside location is one of the most spectacular spots on the coast, a charmed piece of earth where the view changes daily. La Jolla Village and its restaurants, shops and art galleries are but a stroll away, and the Spanish-style courtyard, with its handcrafted-tile fountain, is always a favorite destination.

Casa de Mañana
849 Coast Blvd.  
(858) 454-2151  
casadamana.org

Chateau La Jolla
Whether your travels bring you to La Jolla for an overnight visit or an entire season, or make it your new home, Chateau La Jolla Inn is your best senior retirement value. You’ll enjoy superior senior living just a short stroll from the Pacific Ocean and a few blocks from the heart of the Vil- lage. Compare and see why Chateau La Jolla Inn is a popular choice for independent seniors 55 years of age or better.

Chateau La Jolla Inn
233 Prospect St.  
(858) 459-4451  
chateauajollainn.com

White Sands of La Jolla
While your lifestyle is definitely your choice, with as much privacy as you desire, there are many activities for you to enjoy at White Sands of La Jolla. Enjoy concerts, water aerobic classes or trips to nearby musical and stage performances. You can browse through the well-stocked library, indulge your creativity in our hobby rooms or take a walk on the beach. Jacuzzis, gardens, exercise rooms, even travel arrangements, White Sands is here for your comfort.

White Sands of La Jolla
7450 Olives Ave.  
(858) 454-4201  
whitesands.signonsandiego.com

Stylist
Judy, Judy, Judy
(see listing under Best Hair Salon)

Greg Blasic
Atelier Aucoin
A visionary, an artist, Greg Blasic is multi-talented and always fashion- able. He inspires his clients in every way to reach for the ultimate in mod- ern fashion. Color, cut and style are
La Jolla Yoga Center
Whether you are a beginner, seasoned practitioner or teacher, the La Jolla Yoga Center has something for you. Their recently built studio provides more than 90 classes per week in styles including Anusara, Vinyasa, Ashtanga, Iyengar, Hatha, and Restorative, as well as Tai Chi and meditation. All of the classes and workshops are taught by highly trained and inspirational teachers.

Prana Yoga Center
Liberating Prana is an ancient yogic practice that has captivated the West and found a respected home on Silverado Street. The studio teaches Hatha and Vinyasa-style yoga. Vinyasa yoga flows from one posture to another with the intent to combine conscious breathing and deep concentration to release Prana, a Sanskrit word for breath. For the Western practitioner, it’s also a release from stress.

Prana Yoga Center
1041 Silverado St. (858) 456-2806 prana-yoga.com

Sol Yoga
Come see, feel, breathe and experience Sol Yoga Studios. To ensure every breath you take is a deeply inspired one, all of our studios fresh air is hepa-filtered and ultraviolet light purified. This greatly reduces odors, airborne contaminants, dust, germs and microbes which other forced air systems can generate. The highly skilled and passionate instructors will move your body, mind, and spirit to inspirational music. Then, compliment your practice with fully appointed changing rooms, lockers and private showers.

Sol Yoga
8657 Villa La Jolla Dr. #121 (858) 452-9642 solyogastudios.com

La Jolla Tan
Never used a bed? Never had an airbrush tan? Or used the Mystic self tanning system? No problem, these ladies will take the time to explain it all to you and even walk you through the step-by-step process. The rooms and equipment are always clean. Complimentary goggles and towel, plus minor toiletries to freshen up with afterwards.

La Jolla Tan
7592 Fay Ave. (619) 368-6169

iTAN Solariums
iTAN offers sunless airbrush tanning and five levels of tanning beds for a customizable bronzing regime. Their Smart Tan certified consultants are friendly, approachable and well-educated on the proper ways to achieve your desired tan. Every customer receives a guided salon tour and skin analysis during their first visit. Consultants advise the length of time and level of exposure best for you.

iTAN La Jolla
7492 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 454-3873 itansolariums.com

Yoga Facility
La Jolla Yoga Center
Whether you are a beginner, seasoned practitioner or teacher, the La Jolla Yoga Center has something for you. Their recently built studio provides more than 90 classes per week in styles including Anusara, Vinyasa, Ashtanga, Iyengar, Hatha, and Restorative, as well as Tai Chi and meditation. All of the classes and workshops are taught by highly trained and inspirational teachers.

La Jolla Yoga Center
7741 Fay Ave. (858) 456-2412 lajollayoga.com

Prana Yoga Center
1041 Silverado St. (858) 456-2806 prana-yoga.com

Sol Yoga
8657 Villa La Jolla Dr. #121 (858) 452-9642 solyogastudios.com
Routine check-ups and cleanings are your answer to obtaining a cavity free mouth. Come and visit us at our beautiful office located in the University Square shopping center between Vons and Rite Aid. We offer:

- Convenient Hours
- Individualized Appointments
- Personalized Family Dentistry
- Financing & Payment Plans
- Comfortable Experience

Dr. Copps, along with her friendly and knowledgeable staff, strive to deliver quality dental care with a gentle touch.

NEW PATIENT GIFT

FREE DENTAL CLEANING* OR $50 off DENTAL CARE**

*Valid after $180 toward full mouth X-rays & exam. **One per person. Offers cannot be combined & can be used with new patients only. Additional restrictions may apply. Call our office for details.

FREE DENTAL CLEANING* (A $97 value)

Monday: 9:00am - 6:00pm
*Tues - Wed: 9:30am - 4:15pm
*Call for appointment

Hours of Operation:

Thursday: 8:00am - 5:30pm
Friday: 7:00am - 4:00pm
Saturday by appointment*

THANK YOU FOR VOTING CADENCE® THE BEST TRAVEL AGENCY IN LA JOLLA!

ENJOY 50% SAVINGS! THIS EXCLUSIVE OFFER ENDS NOV. 15TH!

2014 EARLY BOOKING DISCOUNT
ON EGYPT, RUSSIA, EUROPE OR ASIA RIVER CRUISES

2-FOR-1 RIVER CRUISE PRICING + UP TO 2-FOR-1 ROUNDTRIP INTERNATIONAL AIR

$100 SHIPBOARD CREDIT!
PER STATEROOM
NOT AVAILABLE FOR VIETNAM, BURMA, OR PORTUGAL

Enjoy significant savings on river cruises through CADENCE cruise specialists on the World’s Most Award-Winning River Cruise Line. Call us today to take advantage of this exclusive offer extension.

858.551.3033

CALL CADENCE TO BOOK TODAY, OFFER EXPIRES NOV. 15TH!